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Text S1. Dataset8

In this work we make use of 10 short- and broadband seismic stations from the Northeast9

Italy Seismic Network (OGS, 2016) with the exception of the station ED06, which is part10

of the Collalto Seismic Network (OGS, 2012). During the first half of the measurement11

period five stations were running in triggering mode, thus half of the stations do not hold12

continuous recording before 2015. This limitation leads us to work with two datasets (as13

shown in Fig.1):14
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1. The 8-year dataset consists of 5 stations and comprises the complete recording time15

series 2011-2018. This dataset is used for estimating the complete time series of the16

seismic-velocity perturbations at network scale and analyze its depth sensitivity.17

2. The 4-year dataset includes all 10 stations and its recording duration spans from 201518

to 2018. This dataset is employed to locate the lateral distribution of the seismic-velocity19

perturbations.20

Text S2. Processing21

In both datasets we analyze the three components of the ambient-noise recordings.22

Data processing includes decimation from multiple sampling rates down to 5 Hz, and23

frequency filtering on the oceanic-microseism frequency band ([0.1−1] Hz). Possible large24

seismic signals produced by local and regional seismicity are minimized with the use of25

spectral whitening and one-bit normalization on our frequency band of interest (Brenguier26

et al., 2008). We compute cross-correlations of the ambient-noise recordings between27

all station pairs on a basis of 1 hour-long windows with 30 minute overlap in order to28

improve the signal-to-noise ratio (Brenguier et al., 2014). The crosscorrelations comprised29

same-component pairs (vertical-vertical, radial-radial and tangential-tangential) between30

different seismic stations.31

In order to study the time evolution of the relative-seismic-velocity perturbation we ap-32

ply moving-window cross-spectral analysis (Poupinet et al., 1984; Clarke et al., 2011) to33

the ambient-noise cross-correlation codas. This technique requires a reference correlation34

gather, obtained by stacking all ambient-noise cross-correlations over the complete record-35

ing period (lapse time), and a monitor correlation-gather for every day by making stacks of36
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limited duration. In order to identify an optimal duration for accurate monitoring of our37

datasets, we estimate the correlation coefficients between the reference correlation gather38

and multiple monitor gathers of different stack lengths. With this information we carry39

out a trade-off analysis between lapse-time resolution and stability in the seismic-signal40

reconstruction, and base our choice on the trend break of the correlation coefficients with41

respect to the multiple stack lengths: 30-day length appeared to be the optimal stack du-42

ration for our monitor correlation-gather. We use the surface-wave signal retrieved in the43

reference correlation gather to identify the different ballistic arrival-time between the re-44

spective station-pair locations. This arrival time allows us to distinguish the early spurious45

arrivals from the late physical arrivals (coda wavefield) of the reconstructed surface-wave46

signal (see Fig.1). The coda wavefield is the basis of this monitoring analysis: it is caused47

by the scattering properties of the medium and is the part of the wavefield most sensitive48

to changes in the scattering medium (Snieder et al., 2008).49

We select the first 56 s of scattering coda starting after the estimated ballistic arrival-50

time. We employ 6 s time windows with a 2 s shift (4 s overlap between consecutive51

windows, see Fig.1), and measure time shifts and coherency coefficients. For the specific52

case of the restricted frequency band [0.1 − 0.3] Hz in Fig.3 in the main manuscript we53

employed a 12 s time windows with 8 s overlap. The coda-window relative time shift δt/t54

is measured by joint- linear robust regression with all time shifts δt from each window,55

all correlation components (vertical-vertical, radial-radial and tangential-tangential) and56

all selected station pairs, all together. Window sections with time-shift values larger than57

0.5 s and/or coherency coefficients smaller than 0.5 are neglected during the regression.58
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The color field ”regression points” shown in Fig.2 and 4 in the main manuscript represents59

the total amount of coda-window relative time shifts selected, for the three correlation60

components, and the number of cross-correlation pairs employed during the regression of61

each day. In order to estimate the relative seismic-velocity variation (δv/v ) at network62

scale, we assume the perturbation to be homogeneous throughout the study area; this63

leads to the linear relation with the relative time shifts: δv/v = −δt/t (Poupinet et al.,64

1984).65

The 30-day stack length required to produce stable correlated-coda results induces a lag66

in the lapse time of the δv/v result. The same analysis with different stack-lengths shows67

that this lag is half the stack length (in the case of the result in Fig.2c, 15 days). The68

observe the same lag relation in the results with other stack lengths.69

In order to produce stable results regarding the seasonality of the ambient-noise sources,70

we applied a selection of the correlation gathers from station pairs with a preferred ori-71

entation towards the most energetic sources in the microseism frequency range (Stehly72

et al., 2006). We consider the main sources of noise signal originated from the North-73

Nortwest Atlantic ocean and the Western mediterranean basin, and included in addition74

those station-pair correlation functions that displayed robust signal reconstruction with75

respect to signal seasonality. Fig.1 shows the geometry of the seismic network and the76

azimuthal range of preferred station-pair orientations ([S 35o SW −E 5o SE]). The arrows77

represent the selected correlation-function solutions with respect to station VARN (blue78

arrows symbolize the casual solutions and orange arrows acausal solutions). In this figure,79
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for example, the correlation solution from VARN to ED06.01 (blue arrow) is used but80

from ED06.01 to VARN is not.81
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Figure S1:Causal waveform retrieved in the crosscorrelation function between stations

VARN and CIMO (see Fig.1). The arrival time of the ballistic field separates the

physical from the spurious (or non-physical) arrivals, and serves as reference for the

selection of the 25 consecutive windows (W1 ... WN) analyzing the time shifts along the

coda wavefield.
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Figure S2:Correlation functions selected by their azimuth orientation. To the left, the

yellow triangles represent the relative location of the seismic stations with respect to

station VARN. The red arc indicates the preferred orientations for the station pairs to

retrieve stable correlation results. The arrows symbolize the preferred correlation

relation for each station pair (for simplicity, only the correlation-function relations with

respect to station VARN are represented). The orientation of the arrow and its color

depict the relation of station VARN in the correlation product with the rest of the

network: acting as ’interferometrical virtual source’ (blue arrows, causal solution) or as

’interferometrical receiver’ (orange arrows, acausal solution). To the right, the context of

the orientation preferrence with respect to the geographical location of the study area.


